
TBFFC-10-2016 

Next meeting 5 Oct 2016 
0600 PM to 0900 PM 

                                          Guest Speaker:  Kelly Sobczak 

                                      Fishing the Kenai and Goodnews Rivers 
 

 
Kelly and Wes Sobczak are good friends and members of our club.  They joined the TBFFC after 
moving from Alaska where Kelly worked as an environmental engineer.  Kelly’s job takes her to 
many exotic locations and fuels their travel bug.  Kelly and Wes have been on many adventures 
and never go back to the same placed twice, rather seeking out new and exciting venues.  Kelly 
researches each new location carefully to get the most out of each trip. One of their trips this 
year was a return to Alaska to fish the Kenai and Goodnews rivers.  Kelly is also a great 
photographer and will share her pictures, planning and details of the trip with us. Please join us 
for a fun and informative presentation.  
Jeff Janecek will tie some of his famous fresh water bugs for us.  This will prepare folks for our 
Carl Hanson outing on the Hillsborough River on 23 October.  Please join us for this friendly 
competition with the Suncoast Fly Fishing Club in St Pete. Lunch and drinks provided.  
 
 



Directions to Our Meetings (0600pm):  From I-75---Take Bruce B. Downs exit from I-75; go west 2 miles to traffic light, 
turn left on to Tampa Palms Blvd., then left on Compton Drive, and right at Compton Park.  From I-275---Take Bearss East 
to Bruce. B. Downs; then Bruce B. Downs east/north to Tampa Palms Blvd. Rt. on Tampa Palms, then left on Compton 
Drive and right at Compton Park. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  

     Welcome to October and our Fall weather and tides.  
Fishing should improve with cooler water and I encourage 
you to get your line wet.   
     Thanks to Capt. Dave Dant for his presentation on how 
to find and catch fish on the fly.  I learned a few things and 
we appreciate his sharing that knowledge with the club.  
Thanks to Smitty for his Neon Knight fly.  We can always 
count on Smitty for a great new pattern, expertly tied.  
     Try to remember to check out and update our Facebook 
page.  Anyone can view the page without signing up for 
Facebook.  Just go to Facebook.com and search for TBFFC. 

Email Rick O’Hara flyguy47@verizon.net and he will add 
your photos for you if you can’t figure it out.  
    I just got a new book by Chico Fernandez, Fly Fishing 
for Redfish.  I have not read it all yet, but it holds a 
wealth of information and beautiful pictures.  Also, 
great stories from Chico from around South Florida and 
elsewhere. I recommend it.  
      Please note my new email:  walt.durkin@aol.com 

// Walt  

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
President:  Walt Durkin                      813-476-7128 
walt.durkin@aol.com 
Vice President:  Ted Hagaman           813-920-7863 
Treasurer:  Rick Valeri                         813-681-9143 
Secretary:  Dick Miekka                      727-866-8682 
Directors 
Patty Anderson                    813-960-8523 
Denise Bruner                    813-989-2909 
Bryon Chamberlin                    813-361-8801 
Pat Damico                     727-504-8649 
Robert Fischer                    813-962-0185 
Bruce Anderson                                    813-960-8523 
Rick O’Hara                     813-238-6763 

EVENTS 
• Englewood Outing, 1-2 October (cancelled) 
• Chattooga River trout trip, 13-18 Nov  
• Casting Clinic, Picnic Island, 3 Dec 
• Big Gun, Picnic Island, 20 Nov 
• Hooky at the Hatchery, 9 Dec 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

mailto:flyguy47@verizon.net
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2016 TBFFC MEETING DATES 
This month’s meeting is 5 October from 6 to 9 PM. 

TBFFC NEWS & NOTES 

IFFF Florida Expo, 4-5 November, Plantation in 
Crystal River.  This is a great event that supports 
our national organization.  Watch this space for 
more details or check online. See page nine for 
this year’s poster. 
 
Costa de Cocas Mexico Trip 29 Oct -5 Nov. Our 
annual trip to Mexico still has a couple of 
openings.  This super trip is $2250, a great value 
for 7 nights and 6 days of tropical fishing for 
bonefish, tarpon and permit.  Diving on the reef 
is also available. Great accommodations, guides; 
food and drinks all included.  I go every year and 
would not miss it.  Contact Frank Rhodes 
captfranksnookon@tampabay.rr.com to reserve 
your spot.  
 
Capt. Pat Damitco offers this tip from Lefty: 
http://www.orvis.com/news/fly-fishing/video-
lefty-kreh-in-his-own-words/ 

Club Flag Project:  Patty Anderson has completed 
our club flag project and we have six flags ready 
to travel the world on your fly fishing adventures.  
We took one to British Columbia at the end of 
August and will bring one to Brazil in October.  
You can check out a flag at any meeting for your 
travels. Just promise to take a picture showing 
your location and a great catch on the fly if 
possible. Our flag traveled to British Columbia in 
late August as depicted below. Ted and I floated 
the Elk River for West Slope cutthroats.  
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TBFFC NEWS & NOTES, CONT. 
Two Memorial Outings:  I added two more 
outings to our list at the end of the newsletter.  
On 23 October we will have our annual Carl 
Hanson Outing on the Hillsborough River with 
the Suncoast Club.  This is a great morning of 
fishing followed by lunch.  We also have a 
friendly competition with the Suncoast for the 
most or biggest fish.  Additionally, the Suncoast 
will host the Don Coleman Classic on the 18 
December at Ft Desoto.  More details to come on 
this outing at which we remember the life of Don 
Coleman.  Don and Carl were both icons of local 
fly fishing and fondly remembered by many 
anglers.  
Englewood Outing Cancelled.  We would have 
fished out of Buchan’s Landing Resort the 
weekend of 1-2 October, but cancelled this event 
due to low attendance.  We will try again next 
year as this is a great venue for fishing. 

Chattooga River Trip.  We have changed the 
dates of this trip to 13-18 November.  We are 
staying in the log cabins at the Oconee State Park 
in S Carolina.  We have reserved cabins 18, 19 
and 20.  Please see me or Ted Hagaman at the 
next meeting if you would like to go.  The 
Chattooga, a Wild and Scenic River, is fairly easy 
to wade and really beautiful.  We will fish the 
delayed harvest season (catch and release) for 
rainbows, browns and brook trout.  
 
Casting Clinic on Picnic Island 3 Dec. Please join 
us for this casting clinic hosted by Capt. Pat 
Damico.  Pat and club members to include Dayle 
Mazzarella, Steve Parker and others will provide 
expert instruction.  This event supports the 
Federation of Fly Fishers and is free to all who 
are FFF members; so, please join. Come along 
and fine tune your casting and we will provide 
lunch and drinks.  Please note 3 Dec is a new 
date moved from November. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Tips for TBFFC 

      

Many years ago I attached yarn to the leader when casting. I was never satisfied with the results for the little yarn ball never 
felt like a fly but more like a miniature parachute, making it difficult for the tippet to turn over. I stop using it. 
 
Maybe 10 years ago I was in St Pete, Florida with Pat Damico, an FFF fly casting instructor and old friend, who showed me 
what I regard as an excellent answer. Pat uses soft surveyors cord or similar material. He cuts a short length, folds it and ties 
a knot. I prefer making a small nail knot rather than a knot. 
 
I’ve attached a photograph. A knotted example is on the left in the photo and the rest are secured with a nail knot. Fray the 
two legs with a needle and attach the tippet to the looped eye. The shortest one in the photograph is used when casting a 
dry fly and when casting bigger flies use the looped yarn with longer legs. 
 
Pat’s looped yarn gives the impression of casting a real fly. It doesn’t tangle in the grass or in the trees and costs less than a 
penny to make. If you are taking casting photos the Pat’s gadget looks just like a fly. 
 
To give the impression you’re casting a weighted fly I double several lengths of lead core fly line and whip finish a loop to 
stabilize the legs. 
 
(Update from Pat Damico – Lowe’s and Home Depot have bright colored cord that is used for carpenter’s chalk, to strike a 
line. One spool will last several lifetimes. Take your choice. When people ask me what fly to use for success, I hand them 
one of these. “Learn to use this well and you will catch a lot of fish,” is my usual reply. ) http://wildoutfitting.com/wordpress/?p=249  

People always ask me what fly to use. I hand them one of these 
and say, "Learning to use this well will give you the best 
opportunity to catch fish!" Carpenter's chalk line available at 
Lowe's or Home Depot works well. 
Capt. Pat Damico 
See comments below from Lefty Kreh: 

http://wildoutfitting.com/wordpress/?p=249


 Fly of the Month 
   Smitty’s Neon Knight 

The Neon Knight is fished in the same manner as 
any baitfish imitation. Let it sink a bit and vary the 
retrieve from short to long strips depending on 
your target. You will find it lands softly and sinks 
slowly, as the synthetics do not absorb water. It is 
a favorite fly in the Everglades for skinny water 
snook and reds as well as an excellent fly for 
tarpon. Tarpon can't resist the greenish glow it 
produces in deeper-water situations. 

 

        
Materials: 
Hook:          Gamakatsu SC15 size 2/0  
Thread:               Clear mono, 3/0 
Flash:                   Flashabou, white glow-in-dark 
Body & Wing:     EP Fiber, white glow-in-the-dark 
Throat:                 Flashabou, pink glow-in-dark 
Topping:               Krystal Flash, white glow accent 
Eyes:                      ¼” 3-D asymmetric mirage eyes 

 

Tying Sequence: 
Step 1: Attach thread midpoint on the hook, and wrap a base to 
apply a small bunch of EP Fiber for  tail and then add a small 
bunch of Flashabou directly on top of the EP Fiber. 
Step 2: Turn hook over and tie in a throat of pink Flashabou. 
Trim just short of hook point. 

 Step 3: Wrap thread forward to hook eye for a wing base. Cut a medium-size bunch of EP Fiber and tie them facing forward, 
with the back end aligned with the throat wrapping back to throat. Secure by wrapping toward the eye. All fibers for the 
wing should be forward of the eye. 
Step 4: Pull all the fibers back together and move the thread to the eye. Once all fibers are pulled back, jump the thread on 
top of the EP Fiber and wrap a tight, neat head. 
Step 5: Add a small bunch of Krystal Flash as topping for the wing. Then trim excess material at an angle, starting at the back 
and moving toward the hook point. This step is important, as the tapered fibers keep the longer material in back from 
fouling around the hook. 
Step 6: Secure head and add mirage eyes. You can also add a bit of thinned clear acrylic cement to the entire head to 
maintain shape. 



  
Sponsored by the Tampa Bay Fly Fishing Club 
    
Sunday, November 20 at 9:00 a.m. 
Picnic Island Park, Tampa (Shelter #611) 
 
Experts and beginners alike are invited to test their fly casting skills at the Tampa Bay Fly Fishing Club’s 
annual “Big Gun Shoot-Out” casting competition!  
 
Individuals and teams of 3 are welcome!  
Plaques will be awarded for highest scoring individual, highest scoring teams, and the “Big Gun,” the overall 
distance casting champion.  
 
Contestants will participate in competition stations that mimic the challenges of fly fishing, such as casting 
under the mangroves, into a cup of water, or through a hoop suspended a few feet off the ground. Come out 
and give it a try – you’ll be hooked! 
 
The competition will run from 9 am - 12 pm. There is NO entry fee, and lunch will be provided to all 
contestants. You may use your own rod for all competition stations except the Big Gun distance contest. 
Volunteers also are needed to help set up the course and score contestants. 
 
CONTACT: Rick O’Hara (flyguy47@verizon.net) 
Please let us know if you are coming by 11/13 so  
we can order adequate food and beverages 



This is the oldest multi-species, fly fishing only tournament in the State of Florida. 
  





FFF Seeking Fly Tyers for the Expo 
The Florida Council of the International Federation of Fly Fishers will host our 2016 Fly Fishing Expo this year 
at the Plantation on Crystal River on November 4-5, 2016.  You may have attended when we hosted the Expo 
at this same location in 2014. 

The purpose of this mailing is to extend a special invitation for you to tie as a demonstration fly tier during 
our Expo.   The Plantation is located at 9301 W. Fort Island Trail in Crystal River, FL 34429, where rooms have 
been reserved at a rate of $109/night plus tax.  I suggest that you make your reservations soon by calling 1-
800-632-6262 and mention Florida Council Federation Fly Fishers 2016.  Also watch for pre-registration to be 
posted very soon on the Florida Council website. 

Demonstration fly tying will be scheduled for Friday and Saturday with sessions in the afternoon on the 4th 
and morning and afternoon sessions on the 5th.  The Friday afternoon session will be 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm, 
the Saturday morning session will be 9:00 am – 12:00 am and the afternoon sessions will be 1:00 pm – 4:00 
pm.  Tiers should arrive 30 minutes before their scheduled session begins and have their tying stations clean 
within 30 minutes after the session ends.  Space will be limited; so, it will be very important that all 
demonstration tiers only bring the materials and equipment necessary to demonstrate and display the 
patterns you will be tying.  Do not bring extra materials and displays that will crowd other tiers’ table space 
or block floors where tiers will need to walk.  Tiers also must be a member in good standing with the 
International Federation of Fly Fishers.  Drop cords should be provided, but please bring extension cords as 
back up for your lights. 

Tiers, also please plan on bringing a small collection (perhaps 6) of the flies you will be demonstrating as a 
donation to our auctions.  Your contributions to our auctions are very important to our fundraising during 
the Expo and very much appreciated.  You also may send your raffle flies directly to me at: 

Tom H. Logan, Expo Co-chairman 

1167 Green Hill Trace 

Tallahassee, FL 32317 

850-212-5396 



Tony and Carol Smith fished the 
Yellowstone recently and had good 
luck with cutthroats; Rich Gorden 
spent a day fishing in Spotsylania, 
VA and caught his first smallmouth 
bass, several on fly; Capt Bryon 
Chamberlin with one of three 
bonefish he caught while fishing 
with his  friend Capt. Carl Ball in mid 
September in Biscayne Bay. Bryon 
also had lots of shots at permit with 
several hard follows; they just forgot 
to open their mouths.  

 



Captain Rick Grassette  guided his 
clients to good fishing in September 
with tripletail, little tunny and reds.  
Look at our fishing report for tips on 
how to find your great catch! 



Our new traveling club flags are on the move!  Bruce and Patty Anderson took one to 
Colorado and Walt and Ted traveled to British Columbia on the Elk River.  Check a flag  
out at any meeting and share your photo with club members.  



Fishing Report and Forecast 
“What a great time to go fishing!” 

  Capt Pat Damico provides this report from his Captain’s Corner. This is the time when the shipping channel 
and most area passes are filled with massive schools of baitfish. Little tunny (bonito or false albacore) are 
following these smaller fish and offer opportunities for fly rod enthusiasts. A moving tide, either incoming or 
outgoing, gets these speedy predators active. Noisy diving terns and gulls will tell you where the fish are. The 
action will be seen by others who often mistakenly motor into the school, putting the fish down. A bow-
mounted electric motor is ideal for positioning your boat ahead of the fish, letting them come to you. For 
outboards, idle into position well ahead of the action and shut off your motor. Cast your 9 weight fly rod 
with a sinking tip or intermediate full sinking line ahead of the fish. Larger fish are usually deeper so give 
weighted flies a little time before starting a fast retrieve. Use small flies the size of escaping baitfish. Instead 
of one hand stripping, place the fly rod under your arm and use both hands, moving the fly very fast. Use 
reels with a good drag and 150 yards of backing. 

Kayak guide Neil Taylor reports the start of Fall will mean even better action and it’s good to close out 
summer.   The best action continues to be early in the day.  Pompano and trout action has been solid.   
Redfish are getting better with the biggest redfish of the year being caught right now.    Flies with a lot of 
gold in them have worked best, especially on the redfish.   

Walt Durkin reports while fishing MacDill for a couple of hours I was not seeing much. Finally, here comes a 
big school of reds tailing along the flat. I cast a shrimp fly into the edge of the school and immediately hook 
up.  The fish swims to my left and the reds continue by on both sides of me, maybe 50 fish. I was surprised 
to see I had hooked about a 12 pound snook among all those reds!  Fishing is full of surprises.  

 Capt Rick Grassette reports the flats of Sarasota Bay and the coastal Gulf of Mexico will turn on this month. 
Schools of reds will begin to break up and scatter on shallow flats of Sarasota Bay. There should also be good 
action with snook and big trout in shallow water. Snook will gorge themselves at night around lighted docks 
in the ICW. There will also be good action in the coastal gulf with Spanish mackerel, false albacore (little 
tunny), tripletail and cobia. You might still find tarpon anywhere from upper Charlotte Harbor and Tampa 
Bay to along the beaches. 

 

 

 

 

   
 



Snook will move away from passes as water temperature cools and days get shorter. They will stage around 
docks and bridges in the ICW and along sand bars, potholes and along mangrove shorelines. They may blow 
up on fly poppers in shallow water early or late in the day. Small white flies or Gurglers should work well 
around lighted docks and bridge fenders. I like larger flies, like Lefty’s Deceiver and EP flies, for snook on the 
flats due to the larger bait usually found there. Fish peak tidal flows for the best action. 
Tarpon will still be an option this month. I’ve found them in upper Charlotte Harbor this time of year. Look 
for them feeding in ladyfish schools or rolling in deep water to find them. Many of the same flies that work 
for sight casting to tarpon along the beaches will work in upper Charlotte Harbor. I use 12-wt fly tackle with 
a floating or clear intermediate sink tip line for large tarpon. You’ll also find juvenile tarpon from 10 to 30-
pounds in many creeks and canals of the Peace or Myakka Rivers. Fly anglers can handle the smaller fish on 
8 or 9-wt fly rods with fast sinking fly lines and a scaled down version of any fly that large tarpon will eat. 
I’ve also found tarpon feeding heavily in the coastal gulf in October. They are usually scattered over a broad 
area, feeding and “blowing up” in bait schools. This “reverse migration” may only last for a few days but it 
can be really good! 
Big schools of reds that were more common in August and September will begin to break up into smaller 
schools, singles and doubles this month. As water cools and baitfish school up, reds will feed in shallow 
water. I like to pole my flats skiff to hunt for reds in shallow water. Focus on baitfish or mullet schools to find 
them. If the tide is very low, weed guards are important on your flies to fish thick turtle grass. Once I’ve 
located fish, wading is often the best way to approach them. I like a long leader (12’) on a floating fly line 
with a lightly weighted fly, like my Grassett Flats Minnow. When you have good sunlight, you may be able to 
sight fish them on light colored bottom, like sandbars or potholes. 
You’ll also find big trout in many of the same areas in shallow water. I would approach locating big trout the 
same way as reds. Focus on baitfish or mullet schools to find them and use the same flies to catch them. 
Some of the best action that I’ve experienced with big trout was at first light with big trout feeding in 
baitfish schools in very shallow water. 
 



      
 

You’ll find trout of all sizes on deep grass flats. Wherever there are small trout, there may be a few “gators” 
around since big trout will eat small ones. You should also find blues, Spanish mackerel or pompano mixed 
with trout. In addition to focusing on bait and birds, I like to drift and cast ahead of the drift with a lightly 
weighted fly on a sink tip fly line to find fish. When toothy fish are around add 6”of heavy fluorocarbon (60-
lb) or wire to prevent cut offs. You may find tripletail or cobia around buoys, crab trap floats or channel 
markers in inside waters or the coastal gulf. Fly anglers should score on tripletail with lightly weighted flies 
with a weed guard. A wide profile tarpon fly on a minimum of 9-weight fly tackle will get the job done with 
cobia. 
Look for Spanish and king mackerel or false albacore in the coastal gulf. I look for diving terns or “breaking” 
fish to find them. Fly anglers should score with olive, chartreuse or white flies, poppers and Crease flies. 
You’ll need wire or heavy fluorocarbon when mackerel are in the mix. You may also find a few kings around 
the edges of feeding frenzies. I don’t usually target kings, but occasionally catch one when fishing breaking 
mackerel or albies. You can also look for tripletail or cobia around crab trap floats, buoys or channel markers 
while searching for mackerel or albies in the coastal gulf.  
October is one of my favorite months. It’s nice to do something different, so I like to fish the coastal gulf for 
mackerel, false albacore, tripletail and cobia when conditions are good. There will also be good action on 
shallow flats of Sarasota Bay with reds, trout and snook or tarpon of all sizes in upper Charlotte Harbor. 
Night snook fishing in the ICW heats up as the water cools down. Whatever you choose to do, please limit 
your kill, don’t kill your limit! 



2016 CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
         

• Jan 8-10                              Annual Shad Outing, St Johns river 
• Jan 13                                  FWC Snook Symposium 
• Feb 8-14                              Christmas Island one week trip 
• Mar 5                                   Casting Clinic at Maximo Park 
• Mar 6                                   Annual Banquet 
• Apr 22-23                            TBFFC Everglades Weekend Trip 
• Jun 18                                   Lake Calm Outing 
• Oct 1-8                                 Amazon River Trip 
• Oct 8-9                                 Florida Sportsman Show 
• Oct 23                                  Carl Hanson Outing on the Hillsborough 
• Oct 1-2                                 Englewood Outing Cancelled 
• Oct 29-Nov 5                      Xcalac Mexico One-Week Trip 
• Nov 4-5                                IFFF Expo Plantation in Crystal River 
• Nov 13-16                           Chattooga River Trip in Georgia 
• Dec 3                                    Casting Clinic on Picnic Island 
• Nov 20                                 Big Gun Shootout, Picnic Island 
• Dec  9                                   Play Hooky at the Hatchery 
• Dec 18                                 Don Coleman Classic at Ft Desoto 

 



Member Benefits 
 
TBFFC is famous for its value and focus on the sharing of 
information, experience, and craftsmanship with its members.  
As a TBFFC member you will enjoy many benefits free or at 
nominal cost. 
 
•Monthly Meetings with informative speakers 
•Fishing Trips Sponsored by Members and the Club 
•Group Clinics and Workshops 
•Fly Tying Lessons                
•One-On-One Fly Casting Lessons 
•Shirts and Hats with club logo 
•80-page Beginner’s Basic Skills Instruction Manual 
•Annual Banquet 

Fly Fishing Guides 
 
•Capt. Nick Angelo                  (813) 230-8473 
•Capt. Pat Damico                   (727) 504-8649 
•Capt. Bryon Chamberlin       (813) 361-8801 
•Capt. Rick Grassett                (941) 923-7799 
•Capt. John Hand                    (239) 842-7778 
•Capt. Frank Rhodes               (863) 967-4258 
•Capt. Greg Peterson               (423) 432-1973 
•Capt. Russ Shirley                  (727) 343-1957 
•Capt. Keiland Smith               (863) 944-7475 

 Fly Casting Coaches 
Dade City  
Jeff Janecek………………….…..352-588-3866       
South Tampa    
Steve Parker………………..…….813-287-5583   
North Tampa                                                 
Robert Fischer…………….……...813-962-0185 
Leigh West .…………………….....813-971-8697 
St. Petersburg  
Capt. Pat Damico………………...727-504-8649 
Polk County 
Capt. Frank Rhodes…….……….863-967-4258 



Corporate Sponsors 
These companies sponsored the Tampa Bay Fly Fishing Club. Some are members of the 
club.  We urge you to patronize them. 
• 3-WAY CONSTRUCTION, Robert Fischer PO Box 342774, Tampa, 33694, (813) 495-5685.  
• ALLIGATOR BOB’S Gourmet Alligator Meat Snacks, (813) 986-3008,  WWW.GATORBOB.COM 
• AWESOME FISHING ADVENTURES, Capt. Keiland Smith, (863) 944-7475 
• BARBED STEEL CHARTERS, Capt. Bryon Chamberlin, (813) 361-8801, captbryon@yahoo.com.. 
• REDFISH LANDING GUIDE SERVICE, Capt. John Hand www.RedfishLandingGuideService.com, (239) 842-7778 
• CAPT.  RUSS SHIRLEY,  (727) 343-1957 www.captruss.com 
• FLINT CREEK OUTFITTERS, 1502 N. West Shore Blvd., Tampa, 33607, (855)-892-7226, 

www.flintcreekoutfitters.com 
• THE FLY GUY, Capt. Pat Damico, (727) 504-8649 www.captpat.com, pat4jaws@hotmail.com 
• SNOOK FIN-ADDICT GUIDE SERVICE,  Capt. Rick Grassett, (941) 923-7799, www.snookfin-addict.com   
• SWANN’S FLY FISHING SHOP, Jim Swann, 13650 South 98 Bypass, Dade City, 33525, (352) 567-6029 
• Fishn Floyd, http://fishingfloyd.com;  fishingfloyd@fishingfloyd.com 

http://www.captpat.com/
http://fishingfloyd.com/
http://fishingfloyd.com/
mailto:fishingfloyd@fishingfloyd.com


   

Tel. 727-504-8649 
Hppt://captpat.com 
pat4jaws@hotmsail.com 

 fishingfloyd.com 
 fishingfloyd@fishingfloyd.com 

Specializing in fly and  
light tackle shallow  
water sight fishing  



2014 Member Application 
Tampa Bay Fly Fishing Club 
Name:__________________________________               Date: ___________ 
Mailing address:_______________________________ 
City:___________________State:___Zip:___________ 
Hm.Phone:____________Wk. Phone: ______________ 
Email address:_________________________________ 
Type of Membership:_________________________ 
Please Check: One Year______ Five Year______ 
Please list names you wish to include in family membership 
Annual Dues: $25.00 Individual Membership 
         $35.00 Family Membership 
         $95.00Corporate Single Membership 
         (includes one membership and Ad Space)  
         $120.00 Corporate Double Membership 
        (includes two memberships or family membership and                                                                      
Ad Space in Newsletter) 
   Five-year dues:    $100.00 Individual Membership 
                                 $140.00 Family Membership 
 Please make check payable to: Tampa Bay Fly Fishing   Club C/o Rick Valeri, 1404 
Oxfordshire Ct. Brandon,     33510 
 


